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Lachlan Customer Advisory Group 
 

TO BE RATIFIED AT FEBRUARY 2019 MEETING 
Minutes of Meeting 

Wednesday 22 August 2018 
Comfort Inn Bushmans, 9-13 Peak Hill Rd, Parkes 

 
Present:  Mary Ewing (acting Chair), Gordon Turner, Nick Turner, Jock Coupland, Michael Storrier, Brett 
Lewis, Paul Packard, Paul Devery, Hilton Taylor, David Stockler, Jonathan Dickson, Sri Sritharan, 
Andrew Fraser, Bede Johnston, Emma Oates, Madeleine Hartley and Toni Hayes (minutes). 

Ronan Magaharan, Mark Clayton and Graham Begg attended via Skype for specific agenda items. 

Meeting Opened:  10.00am. 

Welcome and introductions. 

1. Apologies:  Dennis Moxey, Michael Payten, Hamish Wald, Bruce Campbell, Tom Green, Tim 
Watson, Stuart Morrow, Andrew Stalley. 

Confirmation of Chairperson 

The Lachlan CAG agreed to continue Chairmanship of Dennis Moxey to the end of the current term 
of office, 30 June 2019. 

2. Declaration of Interest(s): 

 Declarations of interest were sought from attendees in relation to the meeting’s agenda items. No 
interests were declared. Items included in the agenda are not considered confidential unless 
declared as such. 

3. Minutes of Previous Meeting, 20 February 2018: 

 Resolved the minutes of meeting held on 20 February 2018 be confirmed as a correct record. Taken 
as read. 

M Storrier/B Lewis 
carried 

4. Confirmation of Agenda Items: 

 Nil additional agenda items tabled. 

5. Actions arising from minutes: 

- See action sheet attached. 

6. Water Delivery 

6.1 Water System Operations Report (S Sritharan) 

 WaterNSW provided a presentation on the operations plan for the Lachlan. The plan is publicly 
available on WaterNSW’s website at http://www.waternsw.com.au/customer-
service/news/operations. 

 Lake Cargelligo evaporation discussed. Was also discussed as part of levels of service in February 
2018. It is planned to maintain a small contingency volume in Lake Cargelligo to manage any sudden 
changes to water orders in the lower Lachlan this summer. Consequently, storage level is likely to 
range between 40-80% this summer. 
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 It is planned to deliver 304GL of licensed allocations in 2018-19 and 190GL in 2019-20. 

 As Lake Brewster is currently empty all demand for water in the lower Lachlan in 2018-19 will be 
delivered from Wyangala Dam. 

 Delivery of annual stock and domestic replenishment flows to effluent creeks in the lower Lachlan is 
about 75% complete. Delivery to Willandra Creek is underway and scheduled to be completed by 
end of August 2018. 

Review of 13/14 Lachlan Water Ordering Trial 

 M Ewing provided background to the water ordering trial conducted in the Lachlan in 2012/13 and 
sought advice from WaterNSW on how this can be formalised as a permanent rule in the Lachlan. 
Worked effectively operationally in reducing preventable losses and helps customers in the lower 
Lachlan with unintended compliance issues. Discussed. 

 Some customers are still operating, in good faith, under the parameters of the 2012/13 trial with what 
they believe is the water order procedure and are potentially inadvertently non-compliant. Customers 
believe there has been no formal communication to indicate the trial has ended. Customers need a 
clear direction from WaterNSW. 

 Lachlan Valley Water is seeking CAG to review the trial and pass a motion to recommend that the 
trial be formalised and form part of the rules for the Lachlan. 

Motion LAC1808.01: The Lachlan CAG supports the outcomes of the water ordering trial in the Lachlan 
in terms of improving river operations and reducing preventable losses.  

G Turner/N Turner 
carried 

Action LAC1808.01: WaterNSW to socialise the result of the Lachlan water ordering trial with NRAR, 
seeking direction/support for keeping water ordering trial procedures in place (or suitably adjust water 
ordering procedures to allow greater flexibility). 

Responsibility: D Stockler/J Dickson 

Action LAC1808.02: WaterNSW to communicate to customers the current water order procedures in the 
Lachlan and reiterate compliance with these procedures. 

Responsibility: S Sritharan 

 Discussed possibility of an interim solution that doesn’t mean a rule/system change (ie implement 
other resources that provide the same outcome, such as a 24/7 operations call centre). Is feasible if 
provides the same outcomes. 

6.2 Computer Aided River Management (CARM) Update (J Dickson) 

 CARM is a computer modelling system WaterNSW is implementing to better provide forecasting, 
event flows, tributary modelling and water order/usage projections. 

 WaterNSW advised it is changing the operating platform for the state. The current CAIRO program 
is an old system using old operating systems. With no change, we run the risk of operational systems 
shutting down. 

 For the Lachlan, is currently based on like for like. Will be replicated into CARM with a view to adding 
operating models (eg rainfall run off for tributaries, flood operations etc). Currently in testing phase 
and hoping to put into production soon. 
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7. System Operation and Asset Services 

7.1 Asset Maintenance and Services Update (R Magaharan) 

 Asset performance and maintenance in the Lachlan valley presented and discussed. 

 Customers sought information on what will happen at the office at Lake Cargelligo. WaterNSW 
advised that we will be moving out of the office however not sure of long term plans for the space. 

 Video of works at Jemalong Weir presented https://youtu.be/_D69JDsjEok. 

8. Presentations/Consultation 

8.1 Drought Response (J Dickson) 

- As part of the NSW Government’s Emergency Drought Relief, a rebate of up to $4000 per licence 
for the fixed component of bills on general security and some supplementary licences will apply to 
future invoices.  

- For regulated river customers, the rebate will be applied equally over the next four bills. For 
unregulated and groundwater customers, the rebate will be applied to the next bill for 2017/18. High 
security and government licences are excluded. 

- Visit https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/climate-and-emergencies/droughthub/emergency-drought-relief-
package for more information. 

- Customers noted there is a community perception of the rebates being handouts for people who 
don’t have it so bad, (as they have irrigation (linked to fees where are licences with no water)).  
WaterNSW noted the comments, recognising not all who are suffering the effects of the drought are 
WaterNSW customers. 

8.2 Regulatory Update (J Dickson) 

Reform Update 

 WaterNSW provided a recap on the water reform process to date. Draft WRAP regulations have 
been released and ongoing consultation with the Taskforce continues. 

Ownership of Meters 

- WaterNSW currently owns and maintains meters in the southern valleys and Nepean and Bega 
systems. Metering legislation passed in June 2018 created a framework under which a transfer of 
ownership may occur. 

- WaterNSW acknowledges there are transitional issues to be worked through and is actively involved 
in preparing a framework. 

Metering Policy:  

 The Taskforce is currently preparing a list of NMI-approved pattern approved meters. WaterNSW is 
seeking direction from the Taskforce to publish this on our website as per requests from our 
customers. 

 WaterNSW’s submission to the metering framework has been published at 
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/162505/Water-reformconsultation-
submission-178.pdf  

- Draft metering regulations expected to be released by the Taskforce in Q3 2018. 
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8.3 Pricing Determinations (J Dickson) 

- The WAMC pricing determination runs 2016-20 with functions split between DOIW, NRAR and 
WaterNSW. New pricing submissions are due by 30 June 2019 from each agency. 

- The rural valleys pricing determination runs from 2017-21, with submissions due to IPART 30 
June 2020. WaterNSW will seek involvement from the CAGs on price modelling in early 2019. We 
will again seek to continue the journey towards customer choice. 

- IPART Cost Share Review: IPART is reviewing how the costs of providing rural bulk water services 
is shared between water users and the NSW Government, following a beneficiary pays or impactor 
pays framework. 

- A draft report is due in October 2018 with final report due February 2019. Any changes will impact 
the next WAMC and Rural Pricing Determinations and customers are urged to be involved in the 
process. 

- With four determinations on the landscape (WAMC, W2BH, Greater Sydney and Rural), WaterNSW 
will be seeking customer input via CAGs from February 2019 to June 2020. 

8.4 Levels of Service (LOS) Project Update (A Fraser) 

- The pilot LOS workshop was held with Lachlan customers in February. WaterNSW appreciates the 
feedback received and has used this to inform the process going forward for all valleys. 

- WaterNSW presented the differences between DOI Water’s WRP process and our LOS process. 
The key outcome of the LOS process is a long-term strategy (7-20 years) to inform WaterNSW’s 
future pricing submission and asset/operational plans. 

- Summary of participant feedback presented and discussed. The key thing we heard is that water 
availability and security and reliability of supply is important to Lachlan customers. 

- The list has not been prioritised and is not a capital investment plan, is just a “menu”. WaterNSW 
will do some work on key items and come back to customers with more detail. 

- Example of options to improve levels of service, as found in the 20 Year Infrastructure Options Study, 
presented and discussed. These projects are conceptual only (desktop/preliminary costings). 

- Next steps for WaterNSW is to commence a LOS gap analysis and options development and 
assessment with updates provided to the CAG at the next meeting. 

8.5 Water Security Project Update (A Fraser) 

- The Lachlan water security project has been looking at bigger ticket items and has detailed modelling 
results and costs benefits. WaterNSW has been commissioned by the NSW government to do this 
and has developed a business case which has been finalised and reviewed. 

- Has been passed to government for informal feedback prior to formal submission. Some feedback 
received was that technical rigour was to a high level. There are questions around the next phase 
and how we plan to move forward. Infrastructure NSW requested we demonstrate what our plan is 
for the next stage, which will progress to a business case for consideration. 

- WaterNSW is working on this now to provide robustness before it can be submitted to Gateway. 

8.6 Burrendong Temperature Curtain Update (M Clayton) 

- Following extensive investigations into cause of failure and some subsequent design modifications 
the curtain was partially reinstated (due to low storage levels) and made operational in August 2018. 
Full reinstatement and testing will commence once water levels in the storage increases. 

- More information is available at https://www.waternsw.com.au/projects/burrendong.  
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8.7 Nimmie-Caira SDL Project (M Clayton) 

- The NSW Government acquired 19 parcels of land in Nimmie-Caira (on behalf of the 
Commonwealth) as an SDL project associated with the implementation of the Murray Darling Basin 
Plan. WaterNSW operates and maintains 60 assets within the system.  

- Out of the 60 impacted assets, only four are located on or near the Murrumbidgee River and are 
required to deliver water to both the Nimmie-Caira and regulated customers. The other remaining 
impacted assets are used to manage flows within the Nimmie-Caira system on behalf of the 
environmental water holders. 

- WaterNSW is working with DOI Water to legally discharge its obligations with respect to operating 
and delivering water within the Nimmie-Caira footprint. No impact is expected to Lowbidgee 
customers as needs can be met by assets retained by WaterNSW. 

- WaterNSW will divest the assets back to DOI Water. We may have future involvement in 
operating/maintaining the assets however this is unknown at this stage. We won’t have ownership. 

8.8 Fish Passage Ministerial Taskforce Update (M Clayton) 

 WaterNSW provided an update on the Fish Passage Ministerial Taskforce (as discussed at previous 
meetings). A strategic business case has been drafted with target completion October 2018 and 
approval process 2018/19. 

 Customers questioned if there is potential for users in a valley to be paying charges for fishways 
where S218 hasn’t had an impact (when an upgrade hasn’t triggered building of a fish passage). 

 WaterNSW advised that the intent is to find an alternative to users paying 50% current share. This 
is meant to address the fish passage highest priority sites first. If a project is supported, then section 
S218 will essentially be suspended while the project operates. WaterNSW is currently working 
through this with DPI Fisheries.  

 Is intended to be funded through Commonwealth or other Treasury funding as an alternative to users 
paying capital funding for fish passage. Operational and maintenance costs are still being discussed 
(ie users won’t pay for capital costs, however there is potential to pay for operating and maintenance 
costs). 

8.9 Local Water Utility (LWU) Monitoring Review (G Begg) 

- WaterNSW provided an update on the LWU Monitoring Review. Forty-two surveys have been 
completed to date. 

- Emerging themes include strong interest in an active notification mechanism, potential for 
WaterNSW to act as a hub for data sharing and potential to supplement monitoring program by 
adding instruments to existing hydrometric stations. 

- Review to be completed December 2018 with an update to be provided to CAGs early 2019. 

8.10 Wentworth to Broken Hill Pipeline (W2BHP) Update (J Dickson) 

- WaterNSW provided an update on the W2BH Pipeline Project. Completion of pump stations is well 
progressed and project currently on track for completion at the end of the year. 

8.11 CAG Term of Office 

- The current CAG term of office ends 30 June 2019. WaterNSW will call for nominations for the 2019-
2022 CAG during February 2019. 

- WaterNSW encourages current members to renominate and invites other interested customers to 
nominate through their respective nominating organisations/water user groups. 
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9. Reports 

Noted and taken as read. 

10. General Business 

 Nil general business raised. 

Meeting Review and Close 

Next Meetings: Tuesday 26 February 2019 (Parkes) 

Meeting closed: 2.00pm 
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Carried Forward Actions 

Action No. 
yymm.action no 

Action Responsibility Status 

 Nil carried forward actions.   
 

New Actions 
Action No. 
yymm.action no 

Action Responsibility Status 

LAC1808.01 WaterNSW to socialise the result of the Lachlan water ordering trial with 
NRAR, seeking direction/support for keeping water ordering trial procedures in 
place (or suitably adjust water ordering procedures to allow greater flexibility). 

D Stockler/  
J Dickson 

 

LAC1808.02 WaterNSW to communicate to customers the current water order procedures in 
the Lachlan and reiterate compliance with these procedures. 

S Sritharan  

 

 


